OPTIMIZING STUDENT SUCCESS IN MEDICINE

MEET
ASCENSION MEDICAL EDUCATORS

A professional services firm of medical educators and physicians with expert academic advising and mentoring for successful careers in medicine.
Dr. Dickson and Mr. Taylor are thought leaders and advocates who have challenged outdated beliefs and sparked new solutions to address issues confronting aspiring medical students. Through innovative work in medical education advising and tailored mentorship, they are changing the culture of how aspiring medical students navigate the challenging journey to physicianship.

**OUR STORY**

Ascension Medical Educators (AME) utilizes industry expertise, personalized mentoring relationships, and informational workshops to engage prospective MDs.

**SERVICES**

AME is the leading firm in the United States in:

- Enhancing the probability of competitiveness for medical school admissions
- Improving competitive performance on medical education assessments (MCAT)
- Providing comprehensive academic and career advising support services to colleges and universities

**THE CO-FOUNDERS**

**MEET DR. ASANTE DICKSON and DAVID TAYLOR**

Dr. Dickson and Mr. Taylor are thought leaders and advocates who have challenged outdated beliefs and sparked new solutions to address issues confronting aspiring medical students. Through innovative work in medical education advising and tailored mentorship, they are changing the culture of how aspiring medical students navigate the challenging journey to physicianship.

**DR. ASANTE DICKSON**

Asante M. Dickson, MD is a neuroradiologist at one of the region’s leading medical centers, and Co-Founder/President, Ascension Medical Educators, LLC. In addition to his clinical practice, Dr. Dickson invests significant time in mentoring and professional development initiatives to support the career aspirations of college students aspiring to the profession of medicine. His success is anchored in early years of personal struggle and self-doubt with transformational change to excellence in patient care, confidence, discipline, and active mentorship. Dr. Dickson encourages every pre-medical student to engage in authentic reflection on areas of strength and areas of improvement; and in doing so, you reveal the best version of you as a future physician of excellence in clinical care, with compassion and humility in patient engagement.

**DAVID TAYLOR**

David L. Taylor, M.Ed., Co-Founder/Chief Executive Officer, is a seasoned medical educator with over 30 years of experience in medical school admission and support of students attaining the degree of Doctor of Allopathic Medicine (MD). He has advised and mentored hundreds of pre-medical and medical students who are now practicing physicians. Through a meticulous academic advising and career mentoring methodology, Mr. Taylor custom designs for each student an educational and career plan for success in medicine, and guides clients of varying educational and professional experiences to their unique position of competitiveness for consideration of medical school admission.
• Academic Advising
• Career Plan & Credentialing
• Informational Workshops + Webinars
• Educational Coaching
• Mentor + Advising
• Test Preparation

Pre-Med Student
Medical Student

FOCUS AREAS

PRE-MED ADVISING VIDEO LIBRARY

This offering provides a wealth of resources and information to help the pre-medical student navigate both their educational and future career paths. The library helps universities and colleges scale capacity of academic advising and career advising to their pre-medical students.

COMPANY FACTS

FOUNDED: 2018
LOCATION: ARLINGTON, VA (OUTSIDE WASHINGTON, DC)

WE WORK WITH

• Drexel University College of Medicine
• Eastern Virginia Medical School
• Frank Netter MD School of Medicine at Quinnipiac University
• Georgetown University College
• Georgetown University School of Medicine
• Howard University College of Medicine
• St. Louis University School of Medicine
• Yale School of Medicine
• University of Michigan Medical School
• University of Virginia
• Virginia Commonwealth University

CUSTOM WORKSHOPS

AME provides custom workshops for colleges and universities for their students in partnership with institutions’ pre-medical advising departments. We design and craft customized content to help your students achieve their physician career goals.
Sample of AME Student Engagement

AME will offer a free 60 min in-person workshop or online webinar in collaboration with leading institutions pre-medical advising department.

---

**Ascension Medical Educators Commitment**

WATCH VIDEO ➤

---

**UNCF-AME Aspiring Physicians Program**

WATCH VIDEO ➤

---

**Medical School Admissions Plan: Class 1**

WATCH VIDEO ➤

---

**Medical School Admissions Plan: Class 2**

WATCH VIDEO ➤

---

**Norfolk State University Student Reflection**

WATCH VIDEO ➤

---

**University of Maryland Student Reflection**

WATCH VIDEO ➤

---

**ASCENSION MEDICAL EDUCATORS, LLC**

www.ascenmed.com

---

**The Passion Behind AME**

WATCH VIDEO ➤

---

**Tailored Pre-Medical Student Advising**

WATCH VIDEO ➤